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Parameter estimates in large-scale complex engineered sys-
tems affect system evolution yet can be difficult and expen-
sive to test. Systems engineering uses analytical methods
to reduce uncertainty, but a growing body of work from
other disciplines indicates that cognitive heuristics also af-
fect decision-making. Results from interviews with expert
aerospace practitioners suggest that engineers bias estima-
tion strategies. Practitioners reaffirmed known system fea-
tures and posited that engineers may bias estimation meth-
ods as a negotiation and resource conservation strategy.
Specifically, participants reported that some systems engi-
neers “game the system” by biasing requirements to coun-
teract subsystem estimation biases. An agent-based model
simulation which recreates these characteristics is presented.
Model results suggest that system-level estimate accuracy
and uncertainty depend on subsystem behavior and are not
significantly affected by systems engineers’ “gaming” strat-
egy.

1 Introduction
Large-scale complex engineered systems (LaCES) are

engineering projects with significant cost and risk, exten-
sive design cycles, protracted operational timelines, a sig-
nificant degree of complexity, and dispersed supporting or-
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ganizations. They span critical infrastructure and key re-
sources from civil infrastructure (e.g. water supply, power
grid, transportation systems) to national defense (e.g. cyber,
aircraft, seacraft, spacecraft) [1–3]. Design teams necessar-
ily work in parallel when designing LaCES, including during
the early stages of design which shape the full life of a sys-
tem [4, 5]. Early in the design process, systems architects
characterize the design of a system or subsystem based on
very little information [6]. But forming parameter estimates
with low uncertainty early in the design process and testing
them prior to product integration can be expensive and dif-
ficult, if not impossible [7]. The estimated values of design
parameters affect both the evolution of a design and the even-
tual performance of the final system design [8].

A particularly important parameter for many LaCES is
mass, which can be a key design driver of system perfor-
mance. For example, in aerospace applications satellite mass
has been shown to have a significant impact on statistical re-
liability [9]. The mass properties of a launch vehicle deter-
mine what orbital trajectory a specific payload can reach. If
the mass of a launch vehicle is even slightly off, it can re-
duce the mass of the payload which can be delivered to orbit
or place the existing payload in the wrong orbit altogether,
thereby jeopardizing the system mission [10]. In 1994, a
Pegasus XL failed in part due to uncertainty in mass prop-
erties [11]. The challenge becomes reducing uncertainty to
ensure that the system’s measured performance meets speci-



fied requirements, despite the cost and difficulty.
To reduce parameter uncertainties, systems engineers

methodically advance the design of a system using analyt-
ical tools [12, 13]. Techniques like the “Systems V” pro-
mote defining requirements, breaking a system down into
subsystems, and then integrating them back into a final sys-
tem [14–16]. More recently, design researchers have begun
using economic methods to develop alternative frameworks
such as Value-Driven Design (VDD) [17–20].

Even with these advances, systems engineering contin-
ues to have its shortfalls. Systems engineering assumes that
subsystems act rationally in accordance with their require-
ments or objective functions. However, cognitive science lit-
erature on uncertainty suggests that decision making under
uncertainty is not purely analytical but also involves heuris-
tics and affect [21,22]. Heuristics, such as value-induced dis-
tortions and anchoring, may cause engineers to favor certain
parameter values due to perceived desirability thereby bias-
ing estimation methods and uncertainty determination [23].
When propagated throughout a system, inaccurate estimates
may degrade system performance.

Given this context, this study seeks to answer the fol-
lowing research questions:

1. What strategies do practitioners currently use to estimate
performance in complex system design?

2. How do practitioners currently allocate resources toward
reducing uncertainty in complex system design?

3. What are the impacts of different estimation strategies
on system performance?

To answer these questions, this study was divided into two
phases. The first phase explored the strategies that engi-
neers use to estimate parameters through a series of quali-
tative interviews with expert practitioners in the aerospace
industry. The second phase then tested the impact of the
identified strategies on system performance through a Monte
Carlo simulation of an agent-based model (ABM) using the
canonical test problem of FireSat [24].

2 Related Work
2.1 System Engineering Strategies

Systems engineering is “a methodical, disciplined ap-
proach for the design, realization, technical management,
operations, and retirement of a system” and a quintessen-
tial method for working with LaCES [12]. The traditional
approach follows the “Systems V” wherein a system’s com-
plexities are managed through a mission and high-level re-
quirements, decomposition into subsystems, integration, and
operation [14–16]. Breaking down a subsystem into con-
stituent parts allows subsystem engineers to focus on the de-
sign of their subsystem while systems engineers manage the
interfaces between subsystems [12].

Systems have grown larger and more complex over time,
giving rise to the name LaCES [1–3,15]. At the highest level,
design management methods become more sophisticated and
flexible to accommodate the large number of design changes
[13]. Nevertheless, traditional systems engineering methods

may not design and manage LaCES effectively [25]. Time
and cost overruns are common yet canceling programs may
similarly not be an option [1].

Recently, an alternative suite of tools for managing
LaCES has emerged including Value-Driven Design and De-
cision Analysis [17, 18, 25, 26]. These and similar frame-
works use economic theories to optimize the systems en-
gineering process by passing objective functions to subsys-
tems instead of requirements [17]. Systems engineering re-
search is in the process of stretching further into this do-
main [27–32].

2.2 Uncertainty in system engineering

Uncertainty is the error between the predicted value of
a parameter and the actual value, typically expressed proba-
bilistically as the variance of a population. In complex sys-
tems design, a common method for addressing uncertainty
is to use margins, which are “probabilistic estimates of the
uncertainty of design parameters relative to either worst-
case estimates or performance goals” [33]. Margins are fre-
quently added to estimated values in complex system design
to account for future design changes as a risk management
strategy [34], and can be the product of heuristics and intu-
ition [33] or formally calculated as a replacement for heuris-
tics [35]. A variety of formal strategies are used to imple-
ment and manage margins throughout complex system de-
sign [34–38].

2.3 Heuristics from the Behavioral Sciences

Studies in behavioral science on how people think about
estimation and uncertainty date back to the 1960s. Primacy
effects are those in which early information distorts subse-
quent information or which cause someone only to seek in-
formation which supports the original information [39–41].
Consequently, information becomes biased by previous ex-
perience or early estimations despite the introduction of new
information.

The adjustment and anchoring heuristic further states
that people tend to make estimates by starting from an initial
value and then adjusting the estimate from that value. The
initial value may come from a number of sources including
historical data, a suggestion, or a partial calculation [21, 42].
Hence, people tend to adjust estimates by deviating from ini-
tial estimates as opposed to forming independently validated
estimates.

A third influence is the affect heuristic, which describes
how people “use their gut” when making decisions even
about theoretically unaffective concepts [22, 43]. While the
brain’s ability to use affect empowers individuals to under-
stand difficult concepts, it also allows people to be inadver-
tently manipulated or misguided based on their experiences
and context [22]. This study uses these concepts to inform
the qualitative interview analysis.



2.4 Strategies for Agent-Based Simulations
Various disciplines use agent-based models (ABMs) to

study the evolutionary behavior of complex systems, from
ecology to finance. An ABM is made up of independent de-
cision makers (“agents”) which follow simple rules and ex-
change information with one another during each iteration
of a model [44, 45]. Implementation of an ABM varies de-
pending on the application, but one method of note is het-
erogeneous simulated annealing teams (HSAT) agent-based
modeling [46]. An HSAT ABM is a multiagent simulated
annealing algorithm which uses Cauchy and Triki adaptive
schedules [46, 47]. This study uses an HSAT ABM to model
engineers’ estimation strategies.

2.5 Research Gap
Current systems engineering tools assume that design-

ers make rational decisions about uncertainty. However, as
demonstrated by the extensive research in the behavioral sci-
ence literature, people do not form estimations using purely
rational strategies. This study seeks to build upon existing
systems engineering frameworks by incorporating behaviors
such as anchoring, primacy, and affect heuristics to deepen
our understanding of how design estimations occur in teams.

3 Phase 1: Practitioner Interviews
3.1 Methodology

Interviews were conducted with seven aerospace prac-
titioners with an average of 30 years experience in complex
system design and management. Each 30 to 60 minute inter-
view took place in the practitioner’s office or over the phone.
An interview protocol guided each interview through a series
of open-ended questions structured to evoke stories of their
experiences such as the following: “So I’m trying to under-
stand how engineers spend resources to refine estimates. Re-
lated to [the last program you worked on], can you walk me
through the process of updating the estimate of a parameter,
such as mass?”

The interviews generated data on both the practition-
ers’ beliefs about the estimation process and descriptions of
the behaviors which reflect the behaviors which actually oc-
cur. The data resulted in criteria for designing the model
described in Phase 2.

3.2 Results
According to the practitioners, historical data is critical

on new programs. Engineers will “try to get whatever [they]
can from previous experts” so as to “avoid first principle esti-
mation,” even if it means that they have to “extrapolate from
what [they] know.” They tend not to engage with projects
without expertise.

After acquiring historical data, engineers begin initial
estimations while developing a proposal by using “a little bit
of paper and pencil, and maybe spreadsheets, hack together a
little code. It’s kind of a ‘sandbox simulation’...once you’ve
got something that makes sense, then you can iterate” the
design by using “standard large-scale systems engineering.”

If the team wins the proposal, systems engineering takes
on a prominent role as the team takes on additional engineers
and more detailed estimation begins in earnest. “[As a sys-
tems engineer,] you spend a lot of your time...worrying about
the edges of [the design space], making sure you’re not go-
ing to be too heavy, or making sure you’re not going to need
too much power, looking at all of the things that might go
wrong which could put you out of your accommodation en-
velope.” One practitioner characterized good systems engi-
neers as “[B.S.] detectors.” You need to “know your people”
so you can assess the validity of estimates from the subsys-
tems. In contrast, bad systems engineers tend to have the
“green eyeshades on.” They spend their time totaling and
passing numbers along rather than challenging the credibil-
ity and reliability of an estimate.

If a subsystem’s estimate falls outside of the require-
ments, subsystem engineers typically ask the systems engi-
neers to accommodate the existing estimate. Systems engi-
neers usually give the subsystem some fraction of the avail-
able system margin to accommodate the current estimates
provided by the subsystem. Rarely do systems teams ask
the subsystem to go back and refine their estimate to fall
within the requirements. From the perspective of a systems
engineer: “If it’s really early on you might [ask for] a lit-
tle bit more if there’s a payoff in the science or in better
margin or something...[but] if it’s not in the early design
phases...usually you don’t do anything. You just move on
and worry about some other fire that you have to put out to-
day.”

If the subsystem’s estimate falls within the
requirements—even if the subsystem knows that the
requirements are too easy—subsystems tend not to refine
the estimate due to higher-priority tasks and problems else-
where. Again from the perspective of a systems engineer:
“If I’m asking for something that’s [too] easy to do, they
usually won’t tell you that...then they’ve got lots of margin
in the requirements. If you can [meet your requirements] for
that much power, mass, and volume, and it’s actually pretty
easy, they won’t come back and say, ‘I could’ve done twice
as good.’ They won’t tell you that; they’ll tell you, ‘I can do
that.’ ”

To counteract this, systems engineers “ask for a little
more than you think everybody realistically can do and let
them push back...You don’t find out that [subsystems] could
do twice as good if you ask everybody to do something
that’s easy.” On the other hand, “If you try to force every
single person to meet every single requirement, there’s no
room for anything to go wrong and your schedule blows up.
That’s what happens, so you always hold some [margin] so
that when things go wrong, you can just say you’re spend-
ing some margin and move forward.” This strategy also en-
genders good-will and feelings of control in subsystem engi-
neers.

Teams only focus on system performance “once you’ve
nailed your design down, then things shift and you don’t
worry as much about the corner cases...you really focus on
how well you think it’s going to work.”



3.3 Qualitative Analysis
First, note that historical information anchors new de-

sign estimates, as with the anchoring heuristic discussed in
Section 2.3. In the interest of avoiding large uncertainties
inherent to first-iteration science and engineering estimates,
they instead “extrapolate from what [they] know,” which is
the adjustment portion of the same heuristic. They construct
simple simulations to form initial estimates for the system
based on what they do know. Nevertheless, “sandbox” es-
timates also have large uncertainties at the beginning of the
design process because the focus is still on the “edges” of the
design space until the design itself is cemented.

After expanding the size of the team, the subsystems
form estimates based on the requirements and historical data.
The practitioners indicated that subsystems tend to challenge
existing requirements through their estimates if the subsys-
tem can’t or doesn’t want to meet the requirement. On the
other hand, if the subsystem easily meets a requirement, they
quietly meet the requirement to preserve any additional mar-
gin they received as a consequence of receiving too lenient
a requirement. Both cases indicate that subsystems prefer
certain parameter values over other values—characteristic of
value-induced distortions. A subsystem favors its existing
estimate because it either reduces subsystem resource expen-
diture caused by estimate refinement or increases subsystem
negotiating power later in the design process [33].

In both cases, subsystems provide estimates which fa-
vor the subsystem’s interests over the interests of the system,
thereby suggesting that subsystems do not follow the rational
estimation strategies assumed by systems engineering prac-
tices. However, the practitioners recognize that engineers
don’t follow rational estimation strategies. Systems engi-
neers attempt to counteract such irrational real-life strategies
by pushing the subsystems harder than they “realistically can
do.” Hence, the systems engineers also favor certain values
to support the interests of the system over the interests of the
subsystems, as is certainly their responsibility.

This system-level strategy for mitigating the conse-
quences of subsystem estimations is built into the require-
ments before the subsystems begin their own estimates. So
when subsystem engineers return with their initial estimates,
the systems engineers only push back if it’s early enough in
the design process and there is some mission-driven incen-
tive to do so.

Based on the interview data, the estimation strategy
model must embody the following design team characteris-
tics:

C.1 Historical data serves as a reference point for estimates
C.2 Uncertainty is inversely proportional to resource use
C.3 Subsystem engineers favor their own interests over

system-level interests
C.4 Systems engineers structure requirements to favor

system-level outcomes over subsystem interests
C.5 Engineers only negotiate about parameter estimates

if:

C.5.1 the design is still in an early enough phase, and
C.5.2 there is a mission-driven incentive to do so

Section 4 describes an ABM which simulates the impact of
these characteristic estimation strategies on system perfor-
mance.

4 Phase 2: Monte Carlo Simulation of an Agent-Based
Model
The HSAT ABM simulated effects of the estimation

strategies on system performance by modeling the internal
mass estimate decision-making process for each of several
independent agents, the agent dynamics, and system perfor-
mance resulting from agent interactions. This produced mass
estimates, accuracies, and uncertainties for each agent and
the overall system.

The model consisted of a simplified version of a stan-
dard aerospace project breakdown on the canonical FireSat
example [24]. The simplified system was made up of eight
agents, shown in Figure 1 along with the agent interactions.
Seven subsystem agents and one system-level agent, defined
in Table 1, exchanged information during each iteration of
the model, called “design cycles” to match the industry prac-
tice of applying the Shewhart and Deming Cycles [48]. Dur-
ing each design cycle, each subsystem made internal deci-
sions about mass estimation. Their latest estimates were then
passed to the system agent which similarly made decisions
about the aggregate system mass before feeding information
back to each subsystem for integration into their respective
mass estimation strategies.

4.1 Model Assumptions
To address C.1, the model assumes that agents treat

historical data as a reference point. Each agent knows
its historical mass distribution—approximated as a normal
distribution—for comparable subsystem final masses from
spacecraft of the same class. Subsystems “update” their
mass estimates by drawing samples from their historical data
which they treat as normally distributed random variables
with mean µhi and variance σhi

2. Each time a subsystem
draws a new sample from the distribution, it expends re-
sources as a real team would expend labor or capital to refine
a mass estimate. The subsystem then calculates (or recal-
culates) its sample mean estimate mi and sample variance
estimate σi

2:

mi(mi1,mi2, ...,miqi) =
1
qi

qi

∑
j=1

mi j (1)

σi
2 = σhi

2/qi (2)

where mi1,mi2, ...,miqi are mass samples and qi the total
number of samples taken for the ith subsystem. Equation 2
satisfies C.2.

During each design cycle, each subsystem compares
its mass estimate with the historical mean of the subsys-
tem to determine whether the value of the current subsys-
tem estimate is “good enough” or if it needs further refining.



Each subsystem has a utility function ui(δi) ∈ [0,1] where
δi is the difference between the current sample mean and
the historical mean. The subsystem only chooses to draw
a sample during the next design cycle if the utility of the
current estimate ui(δi) ≤ Ti where Ti is the utility thresh-
old set equal to the utility at δi = 0 (also shown in Figure
1). By setting ui(δi = 0) = Ti, the model treats the histor-
ical mean as “good enough,” so any estimate which yields
max(ui(δi 6= 0)) ≥ ui(δi = 0) represents a biased preference
function skewed from the mean. To test the biases captured
by C.3 and C.4, the utility function for each subsystem is an
adjustable normalized skew normal distribution [49]:

ui(δi,αi) = Ai ∗2ψi(δi)Ψi(δi,αi) (3)

where ψi(δi) is the PDF of a normal distribution centered at
δi = 0 with variance σhi

2:

ψi(δi|σhi
2) =

1√
2πσhi

2
e
− δi

2

2σhi
2

(4)

and Ψi(δi,αi) is the CDF of a normal distribution centered
at δi = 0 with variance σhi

2 and skew parameter αi:

Ψi(δi,αi) =
1
2

[
1+ er f

αiδi√
2

]
(5)

and Ai is a normalizing constant:

Ai =
1

max(2ψi(δi)Ψi(δi,αi))
(6)

Negative values of parameter αi skew the distribution neg-
atively, offsetting the mean of the distribution in the same
direction, and vice versa with positive values of αi. When
αi = 0, the distribution becomes a normal distribution. How-
ever, when αi < 0 and δi = 0, then ui(δi = 0,αi < 0) = Ti <
max(2ψi(δi)Ψi(δi,αi)). Subsystems only update mass esti-
mates which fall below the utility ui(δi = 0) = Ti at the his-
torical mean. Varying αi across positive and negative values
means that a subsystem favors positive and negative mass
estimates respectively, thereby satisfying C.3 as the subsys-
tem favors its own interests over those of the system. For
example, positive values of αi bias the subsystem to value
slightly smaller-than-average estimates as “good,” while es-
timates which are either below the mean or too far above the
mean are “bad” and therefore require action.

The system agent then calculates the system mass esti-
mate, approximated as a simple sum of the current subsystem
estimates. Likewise, the system agent determines the utility
of the estimate via the skew normal distribution about histor-
ical mean µhξ

with variance σhξ

2 and parameter αξ, which
satisfies C.4. The system updates the subsystems’ thresholds

for the next design cycle, according to the following func-
tion:

Ti = Ti +
Ti−1

Tξ

uξ ∗H(Tξ−uξ) (7)

where H(x) is the Heaviside function. Equation 7 then rep-
resents the negotiation strategies of C.5. If the system utility
uξ is below the system agent’s similarly-determined thresh-
old Tξ, the system instructs each subsystem to increase it’s
threshold Ti so as to move the system estimate toward the
desirable range. Otherwise, the system reaffirms the subsys-
tem’s current estimate.

Upon completion of this step, the ABM has completed
one design cycle. The simulation iterates its procedures un-
til the system mass estimate’s standard deviation converges
to within σξ = εσhξ

on the nth design cycle, where parame-
ter ε dictates the fraction of the historical standard deviation
within which the sample standard deviation must converge.

4.2 Simulation Parameters
Each of the eight agents forms a historical normal distri-

bution based on the values provided in Table 1. For example,
the Structure Subsystem has a normal distribution with mean
µh2 = 299.4 kg and standard deviation σh2 = 113.8 kg, which
represents the masses of structure subsystems on previous
Low-Earth Orbit propulsionless spacecraft [24]. The Power
Subsystem mean is µh4 = 284.5 kg with standard deviation
σh4 = 80.8 kg, and the overall system mean is µhξ

= 1497.4
kg with standard deviation σhξ

= 552.4 kg. Note, however,
that ∑µhi = 1452.4 kg < 1497.4 kg = µhξ

due to ballast and
launch hardware [24]. This discrepancy exists in the FireSat
model because it is based on real-world data wherein systems
engineers and subsystems each design to their own historical
data which may not agree with one another.

The model examined system performance across a range
of subsystem and system biases and uncertainty thresholds.
A Monte Carlo simulation varied inputs to the ABM with
15 evenly-distributed values on each of the domains αi ∈
[−0.01,0.01] and αξ ∈ [−0.005,0.005] with a consistent
ε = 0.2. The Monte Carlo executed the ABM 1000 times
for each combination of αi and αξ before logging the initial
and final mass estimates, the uncertainty, the number of mass
samples required to reach convergence, and the utility of the
final estimate for post-analysis. For simplicity, the Monte
Carlo assumed that all seven subsystems exhibited the same
behavior for each test, that is α1 = α2 = ... = α7 for every
design cycle.

4.3 Results
Figures 2 and 3 show an example model run in which

αi = 0.01, αξ = −0.005, and ε = 0.20. Figure 2 shows the
mass estimates mapped onto each agent’s utility function.
Figure 3 plots each agent’s estimate uncertainty against the
number of design cycles.

The control case in which αi = 0, αξ = 0, and ε = 0.20
represents unbiased, or “rational,” subsystem and system



decision-makers. The utility thresholds are Ti = ui(δi = 0) =
1 and Tξ = uξ(δξ) = 1, meaning that agents never surpass
their thresholds and continue drawing samples until the sys-
tem uncertainty converges, regardless of the estimated val-
ues.

The practitioners indicated that subsystems and systems
tend to favor their own interests. From the authors’ expe-
riences, systems engineers typically favor masses which are
low with respect to the mean (αξ = −0.005) to incentivize
the subsystems to decrease their masses. On the other hand,
subsystems favor masses which are high with respect to the
mean (αi = 0.01) to minimize resource expenditure and in-
crease bargaining power [33].

Figure 4 shows the 1000-trial distributions for both the
unbiased and the biased cases. Table 2 contains the mean
and variance for the final state of each agent including δ, σ,
the number of samples for each agent qn, and final solution
utility u(δ).

The basic unbiased control and single biased cases rep-
resent a small subset of the possible combinations of αi and
αξ. Figure 5 expands the bias parameters to their full do-
mains, αi ∈ [−0.01,0.01] and αξ ∈ [−0.005,0.005], the im-
plications of which will be discussed in the following sec-
tion.

5 Discussion
The model supports the interview responses on “good”

vs. “bad” systems engineering. With biased utility functions,
subsystem estimates only converge if the subsystem updates
its estimate every design cycle. Figure 3 shows that Subsys-
tem 2 stops updating its estimate when it determines that the
estimate is “good enough” without system-level influence.
This embodies the practitioner’s statement that “good” sys-
tems engineers are “[B.S.] detectors” who continually push
subsystems to update their estimates to reduce uncertainty
and increase accuracy. “Bad” systems engineers—with the
“green eyeshades on”—just total the subsystem estimates
and move onto the next problem, resulting in the greater un-
certainty and reduced accuracy seen here with Subsystem 2.

The model also reflects the known inverse proportion-
ality between resource expenditure and uncertainty as seen
in Figure 4 and Table 2. The biased subsystem strategies
may indicate a risk posture in which subsystems balance re-
source expenditure against estimate quality, the effects of
which on overall system performance are twofold: (1) biased
subsystem strategies may produce less-accurate system esti-
mates with increased uncertainty for lower cost, and (2) bi-
ased system strategies may have little ability to counteract bi-
ased subsystem strategies. The model suggests that unbiased
strategies may consume significantly more resources than bi-
ased strategies. Transitioning from a biased to an unbiased
estimation strategy cost subsystems an average of 4.5-times
more samples (and therefore resources) for a meager 6% in-
crease in subsystem estimate utility. But the same transition
yields a 156% increase in system estimate utility and hence
system performance.

Note that employing bias indicates that subsystem and

systems engineers use value-induced distortions. Engineer-
ing judgment may beneficially account for some of this dis-
tortion, but subsystem rationales differ from systems ratio-
nales for employing biased utility functions. The practition-
ers indicated that subsystem engineers tend to bias above the
mean to increase negotiating power and reduce resource con-
sumption. They further suggested both that systems engi-
neers favor the historical mean and that an affective response
to subsystem bias leads them to counter with their own bi-
ased strategy.

However, the ABM and Monte Carlo suggest that “gam-
ing the system” may not improve system performance. Fig-
ure 5 indicates that as modeled, the mean and variance of
δξ primarily depend on subsystem biases and minimally on
system biases which supports the practitioners’ intuition that
subsystem bias negatively affects system performance. It
also suggests that Systems’ biasing strategy may not coun-
teract the subsystem strategy. Furthermore, the subsystems
have little incentive to reduce their own biases given the siz-
able cost required for marginal estimate improvement. To
improve system performance, systems engineers may need
to reshape the incentive structures of subsystems to either
reduce the cost or increase subsystem returns on expending
resources to achieve increased accuracy and reduced uncer-
tainty.

6 Conclusion
The first phase of this study used interviews with ex-

pert aerospace practitioners to identify the strategies that en-
gineers use to estimate parameter values throughout the de-
sign process. The second phase implemented these cognitive
estimation strategies through Monte Carlo simulation of an
agent-based model.

The practitioners and the simulation suggested that sys-
tem performance depends on the oft-overlooked behavioral
strategies of engineers in addition to the technical design.
When engineers anchor their estimates to historical data, un-
biased estimation strategies may outperform biased strate-
gies. Engineering judgments may cause beneficial value-
induced distortions.

In turn, system estimate accuracy and uncertainty seem
to strongly depend on value-distorting subsystem estimation
strategies while the responsive systems engineering strategy
of counteracting subsystem bias with their own opposite bias
may not effectively improve system performance. The re-
duced costs inherent to biased subsystem estimation strate-
gies may significantly reduce subsystem resource expendi-
ture at the cost of system performance. But, the small po-
tential gains in subsystem utility from reducing subsystem
bias suggest that incentivizing subsystems to employ unbi-
ased strategies requires a different system response strategy
if systems engineers value increasing estimate accuracy, de-
creasing estimate uncertainty, and improving system perfor-
mance.

1. What strategies do practitioners currently use to esti-
mate performance?



Results from interviews suggest that both system
and subsystem engineers may use value-induced
distortions, anchoring, and adjustment heuristics to
form estimates. Subsystem engineers may favor biased
estimates to increase negotiating power and reduce
resource expenditure. Systems engineers may attempt
to counteract subsystem estimation strategies by using
oppositely biased strategies.

2. How do practitioners currently allocate resources
toward reducing uncertainty?

Results from interviews suggest that practitioners
may allocate resources based on the utility of an
estimate. Subsystem engineers attempt to minimize
the resource consumption due to workload constraints.
Systems engineers attempt to minimize schedule delays
and engender good-will by granting flexibility on
estimate accuracy.

3. What are the impacts of different strategies on system
performance?

Unbiased utility functions may reduce estimate
uncertainty and increase resource expenditure. Biased
utility functions may decrease estimate accuracy and in-
crease uncertainty while decreasing subsystem resource
expenditure.

7 Future Work
Expanded use of social science analysis methods may

reveal deeper insights into the behaviors of LaCES design
teams. Grounded theory could distill common themes from
current and future data to generate deeper theories with ad-
ditional corroborating evidence [50, 51]. A laboratory ex-
periment run with practitioners and/or students could test
whether and how much engineers respond to different sit-
uations with both cognitive behaviors and social strategies.
Theoretical mathematical analysis using evolutionary game
theory and adaptive dynamics could explore how and why
actors respond to these different situations. Finally, ex-
panded agent-based modeling could test current strategies
and hypothetical solutions by testing other objectives (un-
certainty, financial), other constraints (uncertainty, financial,
competition), and expanding the scale of the model to in-
clude multi-tiered teams and/or systems-of-systems.
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Fig. 1. The subsystem and system agents of the Agent Based Model, and the exchange of information between the agents during each
design cycle

Agent Agent Name Mean (kg) Standard Deviation (kg)

Subsystem 1 Mission Payload 613.8 140.7

Subsystem 2 Structure Subsystem 299.4 113.8

Subsystem 3 Thermal Subsystem 30.0 16.5

Subsystem 4 Power Subsystem 284.5 80.8

Subsystem 5 Radio Frequency Communications (RF) 30.0 21.0

Subsystem 6 Command & Data Handling (CDH) 74.9 34.4

Subsystem 7 Attitude Control Subsystem (ACS) 119.8 67.4

System Propulsionless Low Earth Orbit Spacecraft 1497.4 552.4

Table 1. Nomenclature for the eight agents of the ABM including seven subsystem agents and one system agent. The table also shows the
historical mean and standard deviation values used for each subsystem which were closely based on the FireSat documentation [24].



Fig. 2. Graphs showing the mass estimates for each agent and their respective utilities

Fig. 3. Each agent’s uncertainty as a function of number of design cycles



Mean Variance
Test Case Agent Final δ Final σ No. of Samples Final u(δ) Final δ Final σ No. of Samples Final u(δ)

Sub. 1 -0.74 28.72 25.00 0.979 842.92 3.87E-25 0.00 8.23E-04
Unbiased Sub. 2 1.27 23.23 25.00 0.981 507.80 2.84E-25 0.00 6.65E-04

Sub. 3 1.25 3.37 25.00 0.979 10.07 2.89E-27 0.00 7.93E-04
αi = 0 Sub. 4 0.04 16.49 25.00 0.980 270.25 9.34E-26 0.00 8.27E-04
αξ = 0 Sub. 5 3.31 4.29 25.00 0.974 12.90 8.38E-27 0.00 1.04E-03

ε = 0.25 Sub. 6 1.31 7.02 25.00 0.980 46.05 6.25E-27 0.00 7.86E-04
Sub. 7 6.11 13.76 25.00 0.979 157.05 6.68E-27 0.00 8.24E-04
Sys. 13.96 110.48 24.00 0.993 4028.89 6.57E-25 0.00 9.19E-05

Sub. 1 40.91 95.08 5.21 0.827 2958.45 1525.87 50.53 2.34E-02
Biased Sub. 2 32.58 76.96 5.11 0.859 1794.56 1020.70 46.74 1.55E-02

Sub. 3 1.90 8.38 7.45 0.992 4.61 15.18 51.50 3.66E-04
αi = 0.01 Sub. 4 22.66 54.64 4.85 0.909 741.07 485.01 42.33 7.91E-03

αξ =−0.005 Sub. 5 3.51 11.49 6.52 0.990 8.79 26.54 45.29 2.50E-04
ε = 0.25 Sub. 6 6.24 20.45 5.99 0.974 53.24 79.56 49.14 1.18E-03

Sub. 7 20.51 45.96 4.25 0.938 414.85 295.61 31.60 3.40E-03
Sys. 104.21 110.48 24.00 0.387 8583.02 6.57E-25 0.00 3.60E-02

Table 2. The mean and variance for each agent in the 7-subsystem Monte Carlo simulation in both the unbiased and biased cases.

Fig. 4. Histograms of the 1000 trials for each of the unbiased and biased cases, respectively

Fig. 5. Plots of the mean and variance for δξ as a function of αi and αξ


